Pocket Guide to Hidden Gems in EPCOT Future World

Test Track

Check the show schedule. Don’t miss the Jammitors.
If it is a hot day, cool off in a water play area. There is one located near Test Track and another near the entrance to World Showcase.
Visit the Imagination! Pavilion to see some unique water features. There is an upside-down water fall and leaping fountains that launch water across the sidewalk.

Spaceship Earth

There are 11,324 individual triangles on Spaceship Earth.
If it is raining you can stand under Spaceship Earth and stay dry. This is due to a unique gutter system beneath the triangles that routes water down the legs of the attraction.
Look for hidden Mickey’s throughout the attraction. Hint: One is drawn in paint on the left side at the Renaissance Age.

Mission: Space

Future World

You find it? except for one tile. Can you find the entrance is a mirror image on each side.
The mosaic at the entrance is a mirror image.

The Land

The Seas

Spend a few moments watching the dancing fountain in the center of Future World. It can launch water 150 feet in the air!
Stop into Club Cool and try free soda samples from around the world. Be sure to try the Beverly.
When walking around Future World at night look at the ground for fiber optic light effects in some locations.
If Epcot is having a festival while you are visiting, stop by the festival center for extra festival experiences.